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Circular No:  2016-06 
 
Date:  17th August 2016 
 
Subject:  Using the BCC web site to check entries to BCC Championships 

 
Clubs entering players in BCC Championships are reminded to check the BCC web site to ensure that 
their entries have been safely received by the Match Committee.   
 
To access the relevant page of the web site click here   The list is the first item of the Championships 
menu. 

The Match Committee lists all entries it has received on the “Entries received for upcoming 
Championships” page of the BCC web site.  Clubs should check the list and contact the BCC Chairman 
of Match urgently if the entries they have submitted do not appear on the list after the final update of 
the list 2 days after entries close. 
 
You will appreciate that if the BCC Chairman of Match is advised of a missing entry prior to the draw 
being done it is a simple matter to add the missing player.  Adding an additional player after the draw 
has been completed does cause considerable difficulties and may even not be possible..  
 
Two recent incidents have occurred where the Match Committee were only alerted by Clubs when the 
draw had been published.  On one occasion it was an error of the Club, on the other it was an error 
of the BCC Match Committee, but clearly, the Clubs involved had not checked the web site.   
 
We cannot guarantee that errors will not be made in the future.  However, with your assistance by 
checking the web site, we can ensure that the errors can be readily corrected. 
 
 
Regards 
 
 
 
Doug Rose 
Secretary, Bowls Central Coast 
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